
 
 
 
 
 

 
My teaching is characterized by my intense commitment to developing a sense of community and a practice of 
collaboration. Just as bell hooks (2003) and Paulo Freire (1970) advocate for the unity of theory and praxis, I understand 
the teaching of writing as an activist practice where students are invited to ask questions, build community, and make the 
changes they wish to see in the world through the act of writing. Because of this orientation, my epistemological beliefs and 
pedagogical approaches are built around two, often overlapping, areas of emphasis: 1) discourse communities and 
participatory projects; and 2) community-based partnerships and public engagement. In the space below, I will discuss how 
I engage with each area of emphasis and provide tangible examples from my first-year composition and technical writing 
classrooms. Please visit my website for multimodal examples of my digital humanities projects.  
 

Discourse Communities and Participatory Projects 
Because I believe our identities and realities are socially constructed, I view my classroom space—whether face-to-face, 
hybrid, or online—as an ongoing, collaborative conversation where my students and I co-construct a learning community 
that supports authentic inquiry and embraces participatory projects. For example, my first-year composition classes often 
contain an introductory assignment focused on researching a discourse community (Wardle & Downs, 2014). Here, 
students develop research questions and corresponding interview questions for a specific group of people within their 
everyday encounters (e.g. dorm residents). Next, they conduct observations and collect evidence of communication genres 
commonly circulated within their discourse community (e.g. dorm posters). There are two final products for this 
assignment. First, students compose a research paper that makes claims about the values of the community based on the 
evidence collected through observations, interviews, and documents. Second, students write a Statement of Goals and 
Choices (Shipka, 2011), a reflexive genre that asks students to reflect on their initial intentions, their writing and research 
processes, and what they learned from the project’s results. By designing an assignment that values students’ everyday 
experiences and existing discourse communities, I intentionally honor the fact that “students come to us with discourses 
worth studying and learning from, not ignoring or punishing” (Inoue, 2014, p. 89). And when the writing process is less 
about task management and more about using primary research methods and qualitative research methodologies to explore 
power and relationships or dialogue and silence, students are able to make informed arguments communication patterns 
within a particular discourse community. Through community-based assignments like this one, my first-year composition 
students are able to make connections that expand the boundaries of the classroom and understand knowledge transfer as 
a rhetorical act (Nowacek, 2011) that occurs within communities, not in isolation. 
 

Community-based Partnerships and Public Engagement 
Since I place tremendous value on discourse communities and participatory projects, it is only natural for my classroom 
assignments to involve community-based partnerships and opportunities for public engagement, especially within technical 
communication courses. In both my introductory and advanced technical writing classes, I design opportunities for my 
students to collaborate with nonprofits where they participate in writing ecologies (Rivers & Weber, 2011) that engage 
members of the local community from start to finish. An of example of this work can be found in my recent Digital 
Rhetoric Collaborative blog post where I discuss my advanced technical communication students’ collaboration with Code 
for KC, a local nonprofit in Kansas City that centers on bridging the opportunity divide through innovative technologies. 
While I recognize that community-based technical communication courses are sometimes viewed as pseudotransactional 
(Spinuzzi, 1996) or even hyperpragmatic, I am able to avoid most instances of pseudotransactionality or oversimplification 
by using Scott’s (2004) participatory design principles and intercultural inquiry protocols as a guidepost for my students’ 
research and production processes. As a result, their work is co-constructed with our community partners through an 
iterative, agile development process and cross-cultural communication practices that yield mutually beneficial final 
deliverables. By creating a culture of long-term, community-based partnerships (Simmons, 2010), my service-forward 
courses broaden the reach of the university, invite community members into the classroom, and give students the 
opportunity to see technical communication and rhetoric in action. 
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